KORE LoRAWAN Connectivity as a Service

Carrier-Grade LoRaWAN
Powering the IoT

KORE offers multiple Low Power Wide Area Network (LPWAN) connectivity choices enabling customers to pick the best wireless connectivity based on their use case and business requirements. LoRaWAN is a preferred choice for IoT use cases that work best utilizing long-range connectivity for low power consumption, and can also be utilized by public, private, or hybrid networks, making it a flexible choice while also supporting secure data transmission.

KORE offers a powerful device and message-oriented Service Delivery Platform that allows enterprise customers to deploy manage and scale their LoRa-based sensor deployments. KORE has integrations with leading LoRaWAN network providers across the globe and offers both public and private LoRaWAN connectivity solution as a service.

KORE LoRaWAN Offers

- Public and Private LoRa Networks
- Device and Network Management
- Message Forwarding Services
- Professional and Managed Services

korewireless.com
Use Cases for LoRaWAN

**Agriculture:** With a long range that provides reliability in rural applications for devices that do not have a high data transmission rate, LoRaWAN perfectly supports agricultural use cases.

**Assets and logistics:** Network-based location and tracking abilities at a low cost and optimized battery life make LoRaWAN suitable for assets and logistics.

**Smart metering:** LoRaWAN’s ability to reach sensors monitoring utilities located underground make this a well-suited connectivity choice for smart metering.

**Smart home:** The ability to pass through obstructions, such as walls, and ability to support battery powered, low data-consuming applications that can be used in smart homes make this connectivity option appealing.

How it Works

KORE offers a SaaS-based Service Delivery Platform (SDP) that provides an easy and friendly interface to deploy and manage LoRaWAN devices on multiple public and private LoRaWAN networks. We offer a yearly prepaid, “pay-as-you-grow” model that offers customer full control and flexibility over their connection deployments.

Why KORE

We don’t offer just LoRaWAN connectivity. We offer a full set of services to efficiently manage LoRaWAN device deployments and communication between your end devices (sensors) and application servers. Our SDP provides you full control and visibility on how you want to manage your devices and message delivery.

- **Deploy**
  - Getting started with IoT is simple and streamlined with KORE as your expert partner.

- **Manage**
  - With connectivity, API integrations, and platforms, KORE end-to-end solutions support your operations.

- **Scale**
  - KORE is your trusted, expert advisor to help you scale your IoT projects intelligently.

KORE provides an easy and efficient to deploy LoRaWAN solutions while enabling interoperability of connected devices. Public, private and hybrid - LoRaWAN networks are globally available and accessible with KORE. Contact us for more Information.